Milton Town School District
Policy

C8: PUPIL PRIVACY RIGHTS - (Required)

It is the intent of the Milton School District to comply with the provisions of the federal Pupil Privacy Rights Amendment (PPRA) and Vermont State Board of Education Rules governing the administration of certain student surveys, analyses or evaluations.

**Definitions**

“Parent” means a natural or adoptive parent, a legal guardian or other person standing in loco parentis (such as a grandparent or stepparent with whom the child lives, or a person who is legally responsible for the welfare of a child).

**Administrative Responsibilities**
The superintendent, or their designee, shall develop administrative procedures to ensure school district compliance with applicable federal and state laws related to pupil privacy. The administrative procedures shall include provisions related to the following legal requirements.

1. The right of parents or eligible students to inspect surveys created by third parties before administration or distribution of the surveys to students.
2. Any applicable procedures for granting request by a parent for access to such survey within reasonable time after a request is received.
3. Arrangements to protect student privacy in the event of the administration or distribution of a survey to a student containing one or more of the items listed in the federal Pupil Privacy Rights Amendment.
4. The right of a parent to inspect any instructional material used as part of the educational curriculum for the parent’s child, and any applicable procedures for granting access to such material within a reasonable time after the request is received.
5. The administration of physical examinations or screenings that the school district may administer to a student.
6. The collection, disclosure or use of personal information collected from students for the purpose of marketing or for selling that information, including arrangements to protect student privacy in the event of such collection, disclosure or use.
7. The right of a parent of a student to inspect any instrument used in the collection of personal information under subparagraph (6) above, and any applicable procedures for granting a request for such inspection within a reasonable time after receiving the request.
8. Provisions to ensure that parents are notified of the school district policies and procedures adopted to comply with federal and state laws and regulations governing pupil privacy, including, but not limited to, notification of activities involving the collection of personal information from students, the administration of surveys containing items specifically listed in the Pupil Privacy Rights Amendment.
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